
 

 

How do you track locations and
time on site for multi-person crews?

Capture location and time stamps 
for each individual crew member using
GPS and mobile devices.

Get verifiable time and location 
information at every step.

See the data you need for safety, 
auditing and invoice validation.

Do you spend too much time creating,  
tracking, and validating tickets?

Create roustabout tickets and hourly 
work orders in less than 15 seconds
with customizable templates.

Remove steps throughout your entire 
workflow with Quick Tickets and
automatic rejection logic. 

Only manually review exception cases, 
saving time over and over.

Is it time to get rid of paper “data”,
paper-based errors and manual reporting?

Approved Engage Mobilize tickets
flow directly into TaliPay for fast,
automated payment.

Eliminate manual processes and 
reduce back-office overhead.

Accurate, transparent and verifiable 
invoicing delivers reporting and data 
insights.

(720) 575.6695 Sales@engage-m.com
www.engagemobilize.com

Common
Maintenance 
Types

Intelligent Field Operations Software

E-Ticketing:
Roustabout Crews & Hourly Field Services

 - E&P Superintendent & Engage Mobilize Customer

The transparency and real-time 
tracking allows us to make 
better business decisions.

Roustabout

Site Services

Inspections
Production Remediation

Contract Lease Operators

Pipeline

Why   
Engage Mobilize?

E-Ticketing and E-Invoicing built 
specifically for Oil & Gas and
proven for over 250 service types

Faster, more accurate ticketing 
with automated approvals, templates
and customizable business logic 

Visibility and accountability of 
employees and contractors
using GPS technology

Operators and vendors connected 
in real-time by desktop and
mobile app software

Access to critical field data, including 
vendor performance, real-time
spend and Scope-3 emissions

Advanced integration capabilities 
with APIs, FTPs, automated
reporting and integration partners

High-Level   
Workflow

Manually or Predictively 
Create and Assign Orders
to Preferred Vendors

Review, Accept and 
Assign Orders to
Field Personnel

Utilize GPS Functionality 
to Capture Real-Time
Field and Order Details

Leverage Data Validation 
Tools to Automatically 
Accept or Reject Tickets

Access Real-Time Data 
Analytics and Scale
with Confidence

Average ticketing errors 
reduced from 33% to 5%

Mitigate
RISK

Reduce
COSTS

20% average reduction 
in cost per ticket

Production enhancement jobs 
increased by 45% in two months

Increase
REVENUE

Operator Dispatch

Vendor Dispatch

Vendor Approval 
and/or Batching 

Operator Review 
and Approval


